
 

 

 

 

School Closure Learning Planner –  

 

Class: Blue and Pink 

Week beginning: 22/02/2021 

A message from my teachers: 
Calling all Year One Astronauts! 

We hope you have had a restful half term and have enjoyed making memories with your family. We are so impressed with how hard you all worked during our Term 

Three Superheroes theme and we hope you are just as excited to start our new theme which is Moon Zoom!  

We have got some fantastic activities planned this term where we will find out more about our Solar System, famous astronauts and rockets. We will learn the 

names of the different planets and learn different facts related to each of them.  

Please continue to upload your fantastic home learning to Tapestry, we love seeing how hard you are working! We also have our Zoom sessions on Monday and Friday 

at 2:30pm, you can find the link on Tapestry.  

Do not hesitate to contact us if you have any questions or concerns. Our class emails are blue@Queenborough.kent.sch.uk and pink@queenborough.kent.sch.uk  

We miss you so much and we hope you are staying safe! 

Miss Gregory, Miss O’Connor and Mrs Crouch  

 

 

Subject: Activity: Parental guidance: Key resources: 

Monday 

Mathematics 
 

Key Learning:  

Your child should to be able to: 

• Know the names of basic 2D shapes 

• Complete a repeating pattern 

 This week we are going to recap our understanding of 

shape and are going to be looking at 2D and 3D shapes. 

Today we are focusing on 2D shapes and their names 

but first of all, let’s remind ourselves on what a 2D 

shape actually is.  

Watch this YouTube clip to remind you: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PqDxLCXRPyw 

A 2D shape is a shape that is flat. Did you see some 

examples of 2D shapes on the YouTube Clip? What 

2D shapes are shapes that are flat.  

Please see below the names of different 2D shapes:  

 Youtube Clip: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch

?v=PqDxLCXRPyw 

 

mailto:blue@Queenborough.kent.sch.uk
mailto:pink@queenborough.kent.sch.uk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PqDxLCXRPyw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PqDxLCXRPyw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PqDxLCXRPyw


shapes do you know? Can you say the names of the 

shapes below to an adult? 

 
Today you are going to compete some repeating 

patterns that involve different shapes. Can you say 

the name of the shapes as you repeat them? Once you 

have done this can you create your own repeating 

pattern using different 2D shapes? Remember, when 

something repeats it means the same thing is 

happening.  

 

Repeating pattern for you to complete:  

 
Scroll down for the larger document.  

 

 
 
Example of a repeating pattern:  

 
 
Take a look on Tapestry at 1pm!  

Literacy 

 

Key Learning:   

Your child should to be able to: 

• Write sentences using factual information.  

• Know the planets in the solar system.  

• Use and spell simple tricky words accurately  

• Use phonics to sound out and write words.  



Buckle up Astronauts, we are about to set off on a 

mission around our solar system, I hope you’ve packed 

your space suit.  

 

Do you know how many planets there are in our solar 

system? - There are 8!  

 

Today I would like you do research all about the 8 

planets that are in our Solar system, after all, we are 

going to be visiting them a lot over this term.  

 

These videos give you lots of information about our 

solar system. - Have a look and see what you discover. 

https://spaceplace.nasa.gov/planets/en/  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d8y8kc317EE 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Vb2ZXRh74WU  

For your challenge, with colouring pencils, can you 

draw me the 8 planets in our solar system, in order?  

Once you have done this, can you write me some 

sentences about the order of the planets?  

Can you name all the planets and tell me, if you could, 

which planet you would like to visit.  

Remember your writing rules. 

 

Take a look at my video to see how I did mine!  

 

There are eight planets in our solar system. The name 

of the planets are Mercury, Venus, Earth, Mars, 

Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus and Neptune. Pluto used to be 

the ninth planet.  

If I could visit one of the planets, I would go to 

Jupiter, because it is so big that all of the planets 

could fit inside it. 

Take a look at my video on Tapestry at 11:00am  

 

Watch the you tube video with your child if possible, to help them process 

the information.  

 

Encourage your child to sound out the names of the planets were possible.  

Can they remember any of their names.  

 

Encourage your child to say their sentence three times before writing it.  

 

Ensure your child is sounding out their words and using a phonics sound 

mat when writing.  

 

Remind your child about neatness and taking pride in their presentation.  

 

Remind your child of the writing rules  

Capital letters, full stops, finger spaces, adjectives and conjunctions (and, 

so , but, because.) 

Sound Mat 

Tricky Word Mat  

Pencil  

Colouring pencils  

Paper  

Lines to write on. 

 

Please Post work to 

Tapestry. 

Phonics 

Key Learning:   

Your child should to be able to: 

• Decode words using phonological knowledge.  

• Add sound buttons underneath words to support segmenting and blending.  

Today we are going to remind ourselves how to add 

sound buttons to words to help us segment and blend 

them. We are not just going to be sound buttoning 

When sound buttoning individual sounds, we draw a dot underneath. When 

sound buttoning two letters that make one sound (digraph) we draw a line 

underneath to represent that these two letters go together. When sound 

Pen/pencil 

Paper 

https://spaceplace.nasa.gov/planets/en/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d8y8kc317EE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Vb2ZXRh74WU


any words... the words are going to be linked to 

space! 

Remember we sound button like this: 

 

 
Watch this Phonics video to remind you of your Phase 

3 sounds:  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aNcBWSBxSp0 

 
Scroll down to the bottom and have a go at sound 

buttoning some space related words, if you would like 

a special astronaut challenge..can you include these 

words in a sentence using capital letters, full stops 

and finger spaces.  

 

Take a look on Tapestry at 9am to sound out some 

space words with me and see if I can challenge 

myself by putting these words into a sentence too!  

 

buttoning three letters that make one sound (trigraph) we draw a line 

underneath the letters that go together. Please see below for an example: 

 
Your child has practised this a lot in class so should feel confident in 

explaining this to use, using the ‘digraph and trigraph’ vocabulary.  

 

Take a look on Tapestry at 9am!  

Access to the space words 

below (Also found on Tapestry 

at 9am)  

 

Youtube Link: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch

?v=aNcBWSBxSp0 

 

 

Tuesday  

Literacy  

 

Key Learning:  

Your child should to be able to: 

• Make a prediction  

• Compose sentences using sound mat and tricky word mat 

• Summarise findings in a simple sentence 

• Understand that there Is less gravity in space than earth. 

Recap the planets with me  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mQrlgH97v94  

Did you remember them all?  

Watch Maddie visit all 8 planets and complete 8 

experiments! - How cool is this!  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iH2L2cuKgCg  

Take a look at my video on Tapestry at 11:00am  

 

Encourage your child to say their sentence three times before writing it.  

 

Ensure your child is sounding out their words and using a phonics sound 

mat when writing.  

Sound Mat 

Tricky Word Mat  

Pencil  

Lined Paper  

Lines to write on. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aNcBWSBxSp0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aNcBWSBxSp0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aNcBWSBxSp0
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Today we are going to do our very own experiment!  

 

Do you know what holds us and objects to earth?  

Gravity! Gravity is a very strong force that pulls 

everything towards it. 

Did you know that the further you go from earth, the 

less gravity there is, this is partly why, in space, 

Astronaut's and objects float around and appear 

weightless this is called micro gravity and is why 

things and people are able to float around and move 

slowly. 

 

Watch the first part of my experiment where it Is 

our job to help an astronaut. Once you have watched 

the first part,  

Can you write a sentence and predict what you think 

what might happen?  ‘I think …' 

 

Once you have written your prediction, play the 

second part of my experiment 

Was your prediction correct?  

Can you write me a second set of sentences to explain 

what happened?  

If you have the same materials at home, you might like 

to try this astronaut experiment too.  

 

Remind your child about neatness and taking pride in their presentation.  

 

Remind your child of the writing rules  

Capital letters, full stops, finger spaces, adjectives and conjunctions (and, 

so, but, because.) 

 

Please Post work to 

Tapestry. 

 

 

 

If you want to try this 

experiment at home 

You will need a balloon, 

plastic bag and a pair of 

scissors.  

 

Mathematics 

 

Key Learning:  

Your child should be able to:  

• Know the names of basic 2D shapes 

• Begin to explain properties of 2D shapes 

Can you remember what we are learning about this 

week? That’s right, we are looking at 2D shapes. Can 

you remember the name of different shapes from 

yesterday’s learning?  

 Diagram showing the properties of a 2D shape: Pen/Pencil 

Paper 

Access to the document below 

(If the document can not be 

printed. Can your child draw the 

different shapes and write the 

amount of corners and sides?)  



 
Today we are going to be looking at the properties of 

2D shapes. When we think about the properties of 2D 

shapes it means we are describing how many corners 

and sides a shape might have. We will also be thinking 

about whether the sides are of equal length (same 

length) or if they are different. For example: 

 
A square has 4 corners and 4 equal sides.  

 

Can you describe the properties of a shape of your 

choice to an adult? Once you have done that, can you 

complete the document below by filling in the 

properties of 2D shapes? 

 

 
 
Encourage your child to practise counting the corners and sides of each 

2D shapes. Can they distinguish between what corners and sides are? Can 

they count and say the amount of corners and sides of each 2D shape.  

 

Take a look on Tapestry at 1pm! 



Scroll to the bottom of the document for a larger 

view or take a look on Tapestry at 1pm.  

 

If you are unable to access the document, why don’t 

you draw your own pictures of the 2D shapes and 

write underneath how many corners and sides it has?  

 

Phonics 

Key Learning:  

Your child should be able to:  

• To be able to decode words using phonological knowledge. 

• To be able to identify trigraph sounds in a word.  

Today we are going to be recapping our trigraphs. Do 

you remember what a trigraph is? That’s right, it is a 

sound that is made up of three letters. For example, 

the ‘igh’ sound in night: 

 
 
If you need help remembering your trigraphs, here are 

some links to different videos to remind you: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3UVtOaeBIDg 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uZHKK9jnfFQ 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g_2Oju8WKW4 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4JSwmP61nXo 

 

The trigraphs on our Phase 3 sound mat are: 

• air like in chair. 

• ure like in pure. 

• igh like in night.  

• ear like in beard. 

 
Take a look on Tapestry at 9am to help me recap my 

trigraph sounds! 

 

Your challenge: Can you draw your very own astronaut 

picture BUT in your picture it needs to have a picture 

of something that has each of the trigraph sounds in.  

 

A trigraph is a sound that is made up of three letters for example: 

igh sound in- light 

ear sound in-beard 

ure sound in-manure 

air sound in-chair 

 
We sound button trigraphs by drawing a line underneath to show that all 

the letters go together to make one sound. 

 

Encourage your child to watch the Youtube videos so they are exposed to 

a range of words with these trigraph sounds in. 

 

Take a look on Tapestry at 9am!  

Youtube video links (optional): 

https://www.youtube.com/wa
tch?v=3UVtOaeBIDg 
https://www.youtube.com/wa
tch?v=uZHKK9jnfFQ 
https://www.youtube.com/wa
tch?v=g_2Oju8WKW4 
https://www.youtube.com/wa
tch?v=4JSwmP61nXo 
 

Pen/Pencil 

Colouring Pens/pencils 

Paper 
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For example: You could draw an astronaut at night, 

sitting on a chair, with a beard, drinking pure orange 

juice. What ideas do you have? Don’t forget to label 

your trigraph pictures and upload a photograph of it 

to Tapestry!  

Wednesday  

Literacy  

 

Key Learning:  

Your child should to be able to: 
• Relay simple information and put it into a sentence  

• Use adjectives to describe  

• Use a conjunction/s in a sentence 

We are off on a journey to outer space. I hope you’ve 

packed you suit, because you are going to need it 

Astronauts... No really, you need your space suit to 

survive. 

Watch this video to see why space suits not only look 

cool but are so important. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EN5OkKV7j5s 

 

Cool right!  

Now watch my video to see what I would like you to do 

for todays challenge.  

The following links might help you explore more about 

space suits. 

 

http://www.destinationspace.uk/mission-

modules/make-your-own-space-suit/ 

 

https://www.nasa.gov/feature/spacewalk-spacesuit-

basics  

 

https://www.spacekids.co.uk/spacesuits/  

 

Can you design your own space suit and label with 

adjectives?  

Once you’ve done this, can you write me a sentence 

below your drawing, telling me why astronauts need 

their suit.  

See if you can use a conjunction to extend your 

sentence (and, so, because) 

Take a look on Tapestry at 11:00 am 

  

Watch the you tube video and look through the website links with your 

child, to help them process the information.  

 

What do they remember about a space suit, why are they important?  

 

Encourage your child to say their sentence three times before writing it.  

 

Ensure your child is sounding out their words and using a phonics sound 

mat when writing.  

 

Remind your child about neatness and taking pride in their presentation.  

 

Remind your child of the writing rules and cursive writing.  

Capital letters, full stops, finger spaces, adjectives and conjunctions 

(and, so, but, because.) 

 

Remind your child that adjectives are describing words,  

Soft, hard, puffy, indestructible, cosy, comfy, protective, strong etc  

Sound Mat 

Tricky Word Mat  

Pencil  

Colouring pencils  

 Paper  

Lines to write on. 

 

Please Post work to 

Tapestry. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EN5OkKV7j5s
http://www.destinationspace.uk/mission-modules/make-your-own-space-suit/
http://www.destinationspace.uk/mission-modules/make-your-own-space-suit/
https://www.nasa.gov/feature/spacewalk-spacesuit-basics
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https://www.spacekids.co.uk/spacesuits/


Mathematics 

 

Key Learning:  

Your child should to be able to:  

• Know the names of basic 3D shapes 

 

So far this week we have looked at 2D shapes, today 

we are going to be learning the names of 3D shapes. 

What is a 3D shape? A 3D shape is a solid figure or an 

object, it is not flat like a 2D shape.  

 

Join in with this Jack Hartman video to remind you of 

different 3D shapes:  

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zPZegz690Mg 

What shapes did you see in that video? Can you name 

some to an adult? 

 

Your challenge today is to explore your house for real 

life objects that are also shapes. For example: 

 
Can you take a picture of the different shapes you 

find and upload them to Tapestry? Perhaps you could 

record yourself saying the names of the shapes as you 

show your objects? 

 

Names of 3D shapes: 

 

 
Take a look on Tapestry at 1pm! 

Phone/iPad to record for 

Tapestry  

Phonics 

Key Learning:  

Your child should be able to:  

• To be able to decode words using phonological knowledge. 

• To be able to identify er, ur and ir sounds in a word. 

Take a look at this video to find out what sound we are 

looking at today:  

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lNJGKrs8BGA 

 

 

Different ways to make the er/ur/ir sound: 

Youtube video link: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch

?v=lNJGKrs8BGA 

 

Pen/pencil 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zPZegz690Mg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lNJGKrs8BGA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lNJGKrs8BGA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lNJGKrs8BGA


Did you guess correctly? That’s right! We are going to 

be looking at the different way to make the ‘er’ sound. 

We know that there are three different ways to make 

this sound:  

 

 
 
Take a look at the picture below (Scroll down for the 

enlarged version) What can you see that has the 

different er,ur,ir sound in? Write down all the 

different things you can see. Remember to sound out 

the words and use your cursive handwriting to write 

them. Perhaps you could even create your own picture 

that has different er/ur/ir pictures in? 

 

 

 
 

 
 

Example of sound buttoning: 

 
 

Take a look on Tapestry at 9am! 

 

Colouring pens/pencils 

Paper 

 

Access to the Phonics document 

(scroll below) or view on 

Tapestry at 9am. 

Thursday  

Literacy  

 

Key Learning:  

Your child should to be able to: 

• Know that a fact is a real piece of information  

• Know who Tim Peake is  



• Write facts about Tim Peake  

• Use phonics and tricky word knowledge to write.  

Do you know the name of any astronauts?  

Today you are going to be learning about a very special 

astronaut called Tim.  

But first Tim would like to read you a story, called 

‘Goodnight Spaceman.’ 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x-Tn8ZWLtCY  

 

Now watch my video of things I have learn about Tim, 

before I set you your challenge.  

 

Your challenge today is to research about Tim Peake.  

Can you draw a portrait of him and then write me some 

amazing facts about him?  

Can you aim for 3 facts ?  

Don’t forget all of your writing rules when writing your 

facts.   

 

Learn more about Tim Peake using these videos and 

website links. 

Website  

https://kids.britannica.com/kids/article/Tim-

Peake/630104  

Website https://www.activityvillage.co.uk/tim-peake  

Website 

https://www.esa.int/kids/en/learn/Life_in_Space/Ast

ronauts/Timothy_Peake  

 

Video 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h08UezgYXMA  

Video 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1c8kWkRn7yM  

 

 

 

Take a look on Tapestry at 11 am  

 

Encourage your child to say their sentence three times before writing it.  

 

Ensure your child is sounding out their words and using a phonics sound 

mat when writing.  

 

Remind your child about neatness and taking pride in their presentation.  

 

Remind your child of the writing rules  

Capital letters, full stops, finger spaces, adjectives and conjunctions (and, 

so, but, because.) 

 

Remind your child to use the right colours for their portrait and look 

closely at Tims features  

Sound Mat 

Tricky Word Mat  

Pencil  

Coloured pencils 

Paper  

Lines to write on. 

 

Please Post work to 

Tapestry. 

 

Mathematics 

 

Key Learning:  

Your child should to be able to:  

• Know the names of basic 3D shapes 

• Begin to explain properties of 3D shapes 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x-Tn8ZWLtCY
https://kids.britannica.com/kids/article/Tim-Peake/630104
https://kids.britannica.com/kids/article/Tim-Peake/630104
https://www.activityvillage.co.uk/tim-peake
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h08UezgYXMA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1c8kWkRn7yM


Can you remember the names of any 3D shapes from 

yesterday? Let’s watch a 3D shape video to remind 

ourselves, don’t forget to join in if you see a shape 

that you are familiar with!  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=guNdJ5MtX1A 

 

Today we are going to look at the properties of 3D 

shapes. We are going to describe our 3D shapes using 

the words: 

• Vertices 

• Faces 

• Edges  

 

Join in on Tapestry at 1pm where I explain what each 

of these mean or look at this diagram with an adult at 

home: 

 
Today we are going to play a game of true or false! If 

I have explained the properties of a 3D shape 

correctly that would mean it is true. If I have 

explained the properties of a 3D shape incorrectly 

that would be false. Join in with me on Tapestry at 

1pm!  

 

If you are unable to access Tapestry can you see if 

these sentences are true or false. (You could use 

objects around the house to help you check) 

 

True or false: 

• A cube has 6 edges  

• A cube has 6 flat surfaces/faces 

3D Shapes: 

 
Properties of 3D shapes: 

 
Example of a labelled 3D shape: 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=guNdJ5MtX1A


• A cuboid has 5 faces 

• A cuboid has 12 edges 

• A sphere has 1 edge 

• A sphere has 0 vertices 

 

Answers: 

• A cube has 6 edges (False-12 edges) 

• A cube has 6 flat surfaces/faces (True) 

• A cuboid has 5 faces (False-6 faces) 

• A cuboid has 12 edges (True) 

• A sphere has 1 edge (False-0 edges) 

• A sphere has 0 vertices (True)  

 

 
 

Join me on Tapestry at 1pm! 
 

Phonics 

Key Learning:  

Your child should be able to:  

• To be able to decode words using phonological knowledge. 

• To be able to identify or and ar sounds in a word. 

Today we are going to be looking at two different 

sounds which are or and ar: 

 
 

Take a look at this YouTube video to remind you of 

the two sounds: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dek976IZKtE 

 

Split your page in two like this:  

 

Or words Ar words 

Focus sounds for the lesson: 

 
Example of sound buttoning words with these sounds in: 

 

Pen/pencil 

Paper 

 

Youtube video link: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch

?v=dek976IZKtE 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dek976IZKtE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dek976IZKtE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dek976IZKtE


  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Can you complete the table with different words that 

you know with these sounds in? You could use the 

video to help you with the words or you could go on a 

hunt around your house to see what objects you can 

find with these sounds in? 

 
 
Take a look on Tapestry at 9am! 

Friday  

Literacy  

 

Key Learning:  

Your child should to be able to: 

• Now appropriate language to ask questions 

• Understand when to use a question mark 

• Use phonics and tricky words to write questions  

Warm your writing brain up with a the Jack Hartman 6 

Q’s song 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6fMTIQvAU5M  

 

Now it’s time to Ask an Astronaut.  

Today we are going to be using our questioning 

language to write questions. 

Can you remember the sorts of words we might use to 

ask a question?  

That’s right – Who, what, when, where,how,why!  

 

Take a look at some of these videos of children asking 

Astronauts questions 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xlXvBXbscXA  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NBfxYBw2Sxo 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R66miK7LqVk   

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VE76Qc6HoUc  

 

Take a look at my video on Tapestry at 11:00am  

 

Encourage your child to say their sentence three times before writing it.  

 

Ensure your child is sounding out their words and using a phonics sound 

mat when writing.  

 

Remind your child about neatness and taking pride in their presentation.  

 

Remind your child of the writing rules  

Capital letters, full stops, finger spaces, adjectives and conjunctions (and, 

so, but, because.) 

 

Remind your child that if we are asking a question, they must put a 

question mark at the end of their sentence.  

Sound Mat 

Tricky Word Mat  

Pencil  

Lined Paper  

Lines to write on. 

 

Post work to Tapestry. 

 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6fMTIQvAU5M
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Now it’s up to you. If you met an Astronaut, what 

question would you ask them?  

 

Can you write three questions for an Astronaut.  

Don’t forget your capital letters, finger spaces, full 

stops and question marks at the end of your question. 

 

Take a look at some of my questions. 

Is it difficult to sleep in space? 

How do you brush your teeth in space?  

What happens if you become unwell in space? 

What is the funniest thing about microgravity on your 

space ship? (floating around in space) 

What are your favourite songs to listen to in space?  

Did you always want to be an astronaut?  

 

Mathematics 

 

Key Learning:  

Your child should to be able to:  

• Know the names of basic 2D and 3D shapes 

• Begin to explain properties of 2D and 3D shapes 

Well done for all of your hard work this week! Today we are going 

to create our very own space picture using shapes.   Take a look at  

This rocket picture below. What shapes can you see?  

 



                                                                         
 
What shape picture can you create at home inspired by space? Perhaps  

You could use objects around the house to draw round to support you when  

Drawing your shapes. 

 

We can’t wait to see your pictures on Tapestry, don’t forget to take a look at  

Mine at 9am!  

Phonics 

Key Learning:  

Your child should be able to:  

•  



Friday Phonics Challenge 

It is the last day of the week so we are going to have a Phonics challenge 

that involves us using our knowledge of our Phase 3 sounds! 

 

At the bottom of the document, you will see pictures and some words BUT 

some of the sounds have zoomed off to space and are missing. 

Can you fill in the missing sounds to complete the words?  

 
 

Take a look on Tapestry at 9am to see if I complete the challenge!  

 

Here is your sound mat to help you:  



 
 

 

Other theme based activities you might like to try at home:  

Do you have any resources at home that you could use to build your very own rocket or 

space ship? We would love to see the pictures uploaded to Tapestry! 

 

Can you write a list of all the things you would take with you if you were to travel to 

Space? Perhaps you could draw pictures of the things you are going to take to Space with 

you. Alternatively, you could take a picture of the things you would take to Space from 

home and upload them to Tapestry, we would love to see what you would pack!  

 



 
 

Can you create your own Paper Plate Space Spiral? Look at these instructions to help you 

through the process. You will need a paper plate to complete this activity and could use 

paint or colouring pencils/pens. 

Look at the pictures below, can you see which planet has been created? That’s right! It is 

Earth, can you create your own picture of Earth. Depending on the resources you have at 

home, you could use different Art techniques like collaging, finger painting or drawing. 

We can’t wait to see your creations on Tapestry! 



 

 

 

 



 
 

Read the story ‘Here we are’ By Oliver Jeffers on busythings.co.uk 

Click: Key Stage 1, Year 1,Golden Time and scroll down to ‘Extract Here We Are’ 

If you are unsure on the busy things log in, take a look on Tapestry or email one of the 

teachers for the information.  

 
 

Test your knowledge of the Solar System on busythings.co.uk.  

Click: Key Stage 1, Year 1, Golden Time and scroll down to ‘Label the Solar System’  

If you are unsure on the busy things log in, take a look on Tapestry or email one of the 

teachers for the information. 

 

 
 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Monday Phonics: 



 
 

 

 

Monday Maths: 



 
 

 

 

 

 

Tuesday Maths: 



 
 

 

 

 

Wednesday Phonics: 



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Friday Phonics: 

 


